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HATCHES & PORTLIGHTS
HATCHES
Manufactured from the highest quality materials, Lewmar hatches feature a unique integral seal that
makes them completely leak-proof. They are rigorously tested for performance and designed for easy,
one-piece installation. Friction levers hold your hatch open at any angle between 30° and 90° and allow
180° opening for easy access.
• Soft, fluid styling

A

• Comprehensive range
• Self supporting lids
• Unique seal system

D

• Simple maintenance
• Locking handles

TELESCOPIC STAY

• External access on larger hatches
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• Hatch vent position
• Trim kits (optional extra) provide a clean
finish to any installation

Lewmar’s Telescopic Stay
features excellent lid
positioning and rigid control.
The stay allows hatch
opening to around 90° – an
advantage on smaller to mid
size yachts where deck space
is a premium.
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• Fully Guaranteed*
* Details available from your Aquafax representative.
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A Outside handles allow the hatch to be opened from on deck if it is not locked.
B Anodised aluminium frame for corrosion resistance
C Curved upper frame for strength as well as modern styling.
D Unique seal system. The seal and acrylic are fitted into the frame to produce a
stronger, more leak proof hatch.
E Friction levers hold the lid open in any position between 30° and 90° and allows 180°
opening for easy access. It mechanically attaches the acrylic to the frame.

Maintenance
Acrylic or seal can be
replaced by sliding the
two halves of the frame
apart. Look for this icon
on relevant pages.

HATCH PROFILES

FLUSH HATCH

LOW PROFILE HATCH

MEDIUM PROFILE HATCH

OCEAN HATCH

Made especially for boat
builders preparing recessed
hatch openings. The hatch fits
seamlessly into a specially
designed recess in the deck.
The precision of the fit makes
for a sleek, modern look and
means no more stubbed toes
for boat owners.

The Low Profile hatch has soft
styling and sleek looks.
Smaller ventilation hatches
are suitable for mounting on
any sailboat deck location
whilst larger hatches can be
used as foredeck hatches on
smaller yachts.

Utilising thicker acrylic and
deeper frame sections, the
Medium Profile hatch provides
greater strength and durability
whilst echoing the sleek styling
of the Low Profile hatches. It is
ideal as a foredeck hatch on
larger offshore yachts.

The Ocean Hatch has classical
styling and rugged construction
for ultimate protection against
the elements. Lewmar’s Ocean
hatches are fitted to thousands
of boats throughout the world.
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